
Summer Institute for Higher Learning 2014 Report 

The Summer Institute for Higher Learning (SIHL) is a by-invitation program for students who do not meet 

the combined minimum high school GPA and ACT composite score requirement for regular admission to 

EIU. Students who successfully meet the requirements of the SIHL are admitted to the university for the 

upcoming fall term with the requirement of meeting with a Student Success Center staff member semi-

monthly during the 2013-14 academic year. Minimum requirements for invitation to the SIHL include a 

2.0-2.49 cumulative high school GPA on a four point scale and 20 or higher composite ACT score. 

Three hundred and one students were invited to attend the 2014 Summer Institute, eighty-eight of 

whom completed online enrollment forms, and forty-eight of whom registered for orientation (debut) 

via MyEIU. All forty-eight who registered for orientation arrived on campus to attend the 2014 SIHL. Of 

the forty-eight that began the program, one was dismissed prior to the conclusion of the program for 

academic reasons. Forty-seven students completed all five weeks of the program. Forty-five students 

who finished the entire five-week program are eligible to return for the fall 2014 semester. Two 

students did not achieve at least a “C” in their English course and were not invited to return in the fall. 

Three other students received a “NC” for their English course but were able to obtain an “A” or “B” in 

their social/behavioral course and were invited to attend in the fall. One was invited to return because 

he did meet the regular admission requirements to the university while the other two were invited to 

return because of their obvious desires to be academically and socially successful shown by their 

initiative of seeking out support from faculty and staff. The two not invited did not show the same 

qualities.  

The following chart represents a comparison of the 2012, 2013 and 2014 cohorts’ composite ACT scores. 
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The following chart represents a comparison of the 2012, 2013, and 2014 SIHL cohorts’ cumulative high 

school GPA and their SIHL cumulative GPA on a four point scale. 

 

The following chart represents a comparison between the 2012, 2013, and 2014 cohorts of the number 

of students who were invited to attend to those who returned for the subsequent fall term. 
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The following chart represents final letter grades for ENG 1001G during the 2014 SIHL. 

 

The following chart represents final letter grades in Social/Behavioral courses during the 2014 SIHL. 
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SIHL 2014 Format 

During the SIHL students took six hours of general education courses that included the mandatory ENG 

1001G course as well as either PLS 1153G, GEO 1100G, or SOC 1838G. Student schedules were 

structured to include mandatory study tables after each class. Students were grouped into learning 

cohorts of a maximum of eight, mentored by a current high-achieving student Peer Learning Assistant 

(PLA), and lived in a learning community amongst their peers, PLAs, and a graduate student from the 

Student Success Center. Mandatory seminars covering the student code of conduct, test-taking, note-

taking, and study skills, career service resources, SMART goals and motivation, and time management 

occurred each Tuesday morning. Students were provided the opportunity to participate in out of the 

classroom activities, encouraged to independently engage faculty and other academic resources, and 

use academic skills modeled by PLAs and learned in seminar. Students were provided workshops 

detailing relevant aspects of Booth Library and its services. Students participated in weekly community 

service projects including one off-campus project coordinated by the Student Community Service office 

as well as a cross-curricular research and presentation assignment within their social/behavioral course. 

Below is the schedule for a typical week. 

 

Program Goals 

The SIHL identified eight program goals for 2014. The Summer Institute for Higher Learning 2014:  

1. Will ease the transition process for attending students. 

2. Help students develop a connection to EIU and faculty. 

3. Help students develop a sense of personal responsibility. 

4. Provide a network of support for attending students. 
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Breakfast 8:00-8:50
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5. Help students develop proper academic skills. 

6. Help students gain knowledge of campus and campus resources. 

7. Students will obtain an average cumulative GPA of 3.0. 

8. Foster motivation within students to succeed and graduate from Eastern Illinois University.  

 

These goals are correlated to student post-program evaluations in the post-program evaluation section. 

Pre-program questionnaire 

Students were asked to fill out both a pre-program questionnaire as well as a post-program evaluation. 

Questions displayed in the tables below were presented in a five-point Likert scale from strongly 

disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Students were also asked to provide comments for open-ended 

questions. The results are as follows.   

Question %agree/strongly 
agree 

Mean Median Std. 
Deviation 

I am confident in my ability to succeed academically at 
EIU. 

100% 4.78 5 .42 

I am motivated to achieve a high level GPA (3.0+) each 
semester for the duration of my college career. 

96% 4.71 5 .55 

I plan on attending all classes during the SIHL. 100% 4.84 5 .37 

I am willing to study 2-3 hours outside of class for every 
hour spent in the classroom. 

91% 4.44 5 .66 

I am motivated to graduate from EIU. 98% 4.87 5 .40 
*45 participants 

 

Students were also asked to provide comments to the following question: The hardest thing about 
getting good grades in high school was: Their responses are summarized with the following: 
 

 Lack of study and test taking skills 

 Poor time management 

 Lack of motivation to do well 

 Not attending class 

 Lack of organizational skills 
 

Post-program evaluation 
 

Question %agree/strongly 
agree 

Mean Median Std. 
Deviation 

I am confident in my ability to succeed academically at EIU. 98% 4.67 5 .52 

I am motivated to achieve a high level GPA (3.0+) each 
semester for the duration of my college career. 

100% 4.67 5 .47 

I am willing to study 2-3 hours outside of class for every 
hour spent in the classroom. 

79% 4.07 4 .83 

I am motivated to graduate from EIU. 98% 4.90 5 .37 

I will use academic skills presented during the SIHL during 
my career at EIU. 

100% 4.72 5 .45 

I will continue to manage my time as modeled during the 
SIHL. 

100% 4.60 5 .50 



I enjoyed my courses during the SIHL. 95% 4.43 4 .59 

My faculty engaged me in the learning process. 98% 4.59 5 .55 

I know where to receive help with academics at EIU. 95% 4.47 5 .67 

I will use academic support resources available at EIU during 
my career at EIU. 

100% 4.58 5 .50 

I developed meaningful relationships with my professors. 81% 4.33 5 .78 

I developed meaningful relationships with SIHL staff. 85% 4.40 5 .73 

Peer Learning Assistants were knowledgeable 93% 4.47 5 .63 

Peer Learning Assistants were helpful. 83% 4.34 4 .66 

I had support from the EIU faculty and staff during the SIHL 98% 4.61 5 .54 

Tuesday seminars were beneficial in assisting my transition 
to EIU. 

51% 3.46 4 1.07 

I plan on being involved in university sponsored out of the 
classroom activities during the fall 2014 semester. 

90% 4.44 5 .67 

I am confident in my ability to find information and contact 
information of RSO’s and other EIU organizations. 

85% 4.20 4 .75 

I am satisfied with evening and weekend activities available 
during the SIHL. 

83% 4.17 4 .86 

I plan on returning to EIU for the fall 2014 semester. 98% 4.83 5 .44 

I am excited to return to EIU for the fall 2014 semester. 98% 4.80 5 .46 

I am satisfied with my experience during the SIHL. 100% 4.76 5 .43 

I would recommend a friend attend EIU. 100% 4.78 5 .42 

I would recommend a friend attend the SIHL. 98% 4.71 5 .51 

I would be interested in being a PLA in a future SIHL. 66% 3.76 4 1.34 
*43 participants 

 

Students were also asked to provide comments to the following questions. 

Q: The hardest thing about getting good grades in the SIHL was: 

 Difficulty of coursework 

 Avoiding previously used poor academic habits 

 Not getting enough sleep 

 Procrastination 

 Balancing social life and academics 
 

Q: My most beneficial experience during the SIHL was: 

 Study tables 

 Becoming a responsible student 

 Gaining campus familiarity prior to the fall 

 Learning organization and study skills 

 Study groups 

 Learning where and how to do research 

 The Writing Center and getting help with essays 

 The professors 
 
 
 



 
Q: My most enjoyable experience during the SIHL was: 

 Living on campus 

 Meeting other students, faculty, and staff 

 The classes 

 Being independent 

 The evening and weekend activities 

 Doubling my HS GPA 
 

Q: Something I wish would have been made available to me during the SIHL is: 

 Longer dining hall hours 

 More outside activities 

 More free time 

 Longer Writing Center hours 

 More study time 

 Later library hours 
 

Q: Suggestions I have for future SIHLs are: 

 Recommend students bring athletic equipment 

 Recommend a business casual outfit for presentations 

 Earlier evening study tables 
 

Faculty Evaluations 

Faculty from the 2014 SIHL were asked to complete a program evaluation geared at improving future 

SIHLs for students, faculty, and staff. Two of seven faculty members responded with a completed 

evaluation. Topics considered include communication prior to and during the program, experiences with 

Peer Learning Assistants, student schedules, improving the academic experience for students, and 

general improvements for the program. Below, faculty comments are summarized. 

Q1: Are you satisfied with communication from SIHL Program PRIOR TO the Summer Institute? Do you 

have any requests or recommendations? 

 2 of 2 were completely satisfied 

Q2: Are you satisfied with communication/collaboration with SIHL staff DURING the Summer Institute? 

 2 of 2 were completely satisfied 

Q3: How would you describe your experience with your assigned Peer Learning Assistant? What 

suggestions would you make about the use of Peer Learning Assistants? 

 1 liked having the PLA in class 

 1 did not like having the PLA in class 



Q4: Do you have suggestions for adjusting students’ daily schedules, or ways of making better use of 

their time? 

 2 of 2 stated that several students were tired and not sleeping at night 

Q5: What suggestions can you make that might improve the academic experience for SIHL students? 

 One suggested professors presenting academic tips during seminar 

 Social SIHL meetings in the fall 

 Something to give them academic recognition in the fall to keep them motivated 

Q6: Would you be interested in participating in future Summer Institute for Higher Learning? Why or why 

not? 

 2 of 2 are willing to participate in the future 

Q7: What other recommendations for improvement do you have? 

 English courses in the morning 

 Focusing more individually on what their struggles have been 


